
Luisa Reacquires the Gift of Infused Knowledge 
 

 
 

V30 – 5.22.32 – “Now, You Must Know that one who Lives in the Divine Will, among the 
many Prerogatives, shall Reacquire the Gift of Infused Knowledge - a Gift which shall be her 
Guide in order to Know Our Divine Being, Facilitating for her the unfolding of the Kingdom 
of the Divine Will in her soul; and It shall be her Guide in the order of natural things, It shall 
be like the Hand that Guides her in everything, and shall Manifest the Life of the Divine Will 
Palpitating in all Created things and the Good It continuously offers to her.  This Gift was 
given to Adam in the beginning of his Creation; together with Our Divine Will he Possessed 
the Gift of Infused Knowledge, in such a way that he knew Our Divine Truths with clarity; 
and not only those, but all the Beneficial Virtues that all Created things possessed for the 
Good of the creature – from the largest thing down to tiniest blade of grass.” 

“… wherever It Reigns, It Centralizes in the soul this Gift of Infused Knowledge which, 
more than eye, Sees and Comprehends – but without effort – the Divine Truths, the most 
difficult Knowledges of Our Supreme Being – but with a Marvelous ease, with no artifice and 
with no study.  More so, since no one can know the substance of natural things, the Good 
that there is inside, but the One Who Created them.  Therefore, it is no wonder that Our 
Divine Volition, in the soul in whom It Reigns, Makes Itself the Revealer of Our Divine Being 
and of the things that He Himself Created; while, if It does not Reign, everything is darkness 
for the poor creature – Our children are blind and do not know, nor Love, the One who 
Created them, Who, more than father, Loves them and longs for the Love of His children.  
Wherever It Reigns, My Divine Will does not go empty-handed, but brings all the Goods It 
Possesses; and if, ungrateful, they force It to withdraw, It takes everything with Itself, 
because It is Inseparable from Its Goods.  It Acts like the sun:  as it rises in the morning, it 
gives the gift of its light and of its beneficial effects to the earth; and as it withdraws in the 
evening, it takes all the light with itself – nothing is left, not even one drop of light for the 
night.  And why?  Because it cannot, nor is it given to it to detach a single particle of light; 
because it is inseparable from its light, and wherever it goes, with the fullness of light that 
it possesses, it forms full daylight.  Therefore, Be Attentive, because there where My Will 
Reigns It wants to do great things, It wants to give everything, nor does It adapt to doing 
small things; but It wants to form Full Daylight and make Display of Gifts - and  with 
Magnificence.” 

 

FIAT!!! 


